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T-32 Series 
- Max tanning time is 15 minutes.
- 6.5% UVB / 93.5% UVA
- Single Drop In Session : $15
- $1.25 per minute, with a minimum purchase of 50 
minutes
- $120 for 100 minutes
- $235 for 200 minutes 
- $85 for Monthly Unlimited 

T-40 Corona Widebody Series
The T-40 lay down bed features a wide body, 40 
body lamps and 3 facial lamps. This bed is great 
for someone looking for a quicker base tan, and a 
spacious tanning session.
- Max tanning time is 12 minutes
- 3.9% UVB / 96.1% UVA

TT-50 Series
The TT-50 series tanning booth is the first HP 
Stand-Up with floor mounted tanning for inner 
thighs, providing more accurate coverage. The 
TT-50 series has head and shoulder reflectors for 
enhanced shoulder tanning. This booth is great for 
someone on the go!
- Max tanning time is 10 minutes
- 3.4% UVB/ 96.6% UVA

-Single Drop In Session : $20
- $1.50 per minute, minimum purchase of 50 minutes
- $145 for 100 minutes
- $285 for 200 minutes
- $110 for Monthly Unlimited 

Unlimited monthly tanning specials, ask our receptionist 

for more details.

UV TANNING

The Versaspa Automated Spray tanning booth 
provides all over, head to toe coverage with deep 
violet undertones to ensure a beautiful golden glow!
- Single tan $60

- 3pk $150

VERSASPA SPRAY TAN

-Brow Tint: $25

-Lash Tint: $35 (add $10 for Lower lashes)

TINTING

Naked Beauty’s Signature Age Defying  
“Red Carpet Ready” Facial      75 mins   $155
This 'Arctic Berry Peel & Peptide illuminating system’ will 
provide an intensive exfoliation, resurfacing the skin safely, 
then infusing our invigorating and firming Eminence serums, 
masques, and moisturizers to provide you with the ultimate 
Fountain of Youth experience! When combined with the 
Hydrating powers of Hyaluronic Acid, skin will appear plump 
and completely refreshed.

The Ultimate Brightening Glow Facial        60 mins   $115
This Beautiful Facial will provide your skin with a radiant 
complexion using our innovative Eminence ingredients. Say 
Goodbye to hyper pigmentation and dark spots and say 
hello to your instant glow!

Bamboo Nu Face Lifting Facial          60 mins   $130
Tighten, lift and target fine lines whilst nourishing your skin 
with our Natural Retinol Alternative Collagen Boosting 
Eminence products. Incorporating the Nu Face and Eye Fix 
hand held devices into this luxury facial will provide 
immediate and long lasting results, revealing a smoother, 
younger looking skin!

Stone Crop Facial             60 mins   $115 
{Men’s Facial Option} 
The ideal facial for dry, mature, pigmented and irritated 
skin. Used for centuries as a first aid plant, the Signature 
Eminence Stone Crop ingredient heals irritation, reduces 
pigmentation, rosacea and clarifies the skin gently!

Detox Probiotic Clarifying Facial         45 mins   $105 
{Teen Facial Option}
Say Goodbye to Problem Skin and Welcome a Clear Fresh 
Complexion with the Eminence Clarifying and Calming 
ingredients. The Probiotic Products will detox and balance 
out congested skin, refine acne prone skin and give you a 
newfound confidence in no time!
(Ad 15 minutes to your treatment with our Multi-Acid 20% 
Peel for only $20) 

The Calming Radiance Facial          60 mins   $115
Soothing and Calming for Sensitive compromised skins. 
Get out of the Red and into the Clear with our Eminence key 
ingredients to fight the visible signs of external and internal 
factors that cause unwanted irritation and signs of aging. 
Let us nourish and soothe away those skin stressors for you!

FACIALS

MASSAGING

Relaxing massage
- 60 min $115

- 90 min $150

Deep tissue 

- 60 min $130

Hot Stone
- 60 min $125

- 90 min $150

Classic Set: $130

Classic Fill: $70

Classic Mini Fill: $50

Hybrid Set: $150

Hybrid Fill: $85

Hybrid Mini Fill: $65

Volume Set: $170

Volume Fill: $95

Volume Mini Fill: $80

Mega Volume Set: $210

Mega Volume Fill: $120

Mega Volume Mini Fill: $95

Lash Lift & Tint: $100

Lash Lift: $85

LASHES

All lash fills must have 40% or more to be considered a fill.

-Eyebrow:$18

- Lip :$15

- Chin $15

-Underarm: $25

-Full Arm: $45

-Half Arm: $30

-Chest: $45

-Back: $50

-Full Leg: $60

-Half Leg: $45

-Bikini: $28

-French Bikini: $35

-Brazilian: $70

WAXING


